[Man, his brother's keeper].
If one wants to solve the problems of induced abortion, according to pragmatic views, one comes up with different proposals which can even contradict each other. It is therefore necessary to ask for the beginning of the single individual identity. But then there is no answer, because the human nature of man is not conceivable. So one cannot proceed further in this manner in asking for the exact moment of human life to begin. The mystery of human existence is based on the fact that the device creator of life connects mankind to a history with him. Every induced abortion is therefore an insult to man's dignity given by god. The pragmatic approach does not solve the ethical perplexity. By extensive social and political reforms we have to begin with a desire to change the thinking and acting of each person, we have to fight the need, which stimulates man to call for induced abortion. We should not accuse the past in which man violated man's devine dignity. But we should help at the present moment that no induced abortion should occur anymore. Solidarity of herding and helping men is requested.